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If you are from Adelaide you know we live in a great
place. And while there are a number of obvious reasons
why we love our city, there are others that we don’t
take much notice of through familiarity. ¶ Previous
generations of planners, developers and thought leaders,
who shaped the place we know today, were often influenced
by places abroad. ¶ Because our membership is made up of
so many committed South Australians wanting to make our
city the best that it can be, it’s no surprise that the
UDIA has just successfully completed its fifth overseas
study tour, and once again we learnt so much. It was
inspirational to witness the thirst of each delegate
to learn and explore how we can make Adelaide a better
place. ¶ The strong partnership of leaders from industry
and both sides of politics on this study tour saw
firsthand how much we can do to improve our State, but
just as important we also saw how much South Australia
gets right! ¶ I know I took from this tour a sense
of pride about who we are and just how many wonderful
opportunities we have in front of us to be even better,
a lot which are outlined in this book. ¶ I hope you are
as excited as I am about it.
–
Pat Gerace
UDIA(SA) Chief Executive Officer
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Tour starts
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FROM PREVIOUS PAGE:

Snaking its way across San Francisco – the Central Highway

LEFT COLUMN PHOTOS BY

RIGHT COLUMN PHOTOS

LAEL MAYER

BY JOHN STIMSON

Lombard St in Russian Hill

Residential by Catellus

has a 27 degree gradient

Development Corporation at

Mixed use Potrero 1010

Mission Bay in the early

mixed use apartments on

2000s

16th Street

Sunday afternoon at Santana

AT&T Park at South Beach

Row in San Jose

Named in honour of Patricia Walkup – a lead campaigner for the
re-appropriation of the Central Highway into community land,
Patricia’s Green is a vital public park in San Francisco

The shipyard at Bayview
Hunters Point redevelopment
by Lennar Corporation

REMOVING
THE CENTRAL
FREEWAY,
OCTAVIA
BOULEVARD
HAYES VALLEY, SAN FRANCISCO
By Richard Stranger
Renewal SA

The 1950’s in the US saw the proliferation
of freeways throughout the cities and
suburbs of the major population centres.

One of those freeways, the two-level Central
Freeway in San Francisco was originally designed to connect to the Golden Gate Bridge,
but with ongoing resistance from residents the
freeway was never completed and terminated
in a series of off ramps into the local street network of the Hayes Valley District. The termination of the freeway created a significant impact
on the surrounding neighbourhood through
elevated background noise, overshadowing
and providing a destination for crime.
Earthquake damage in 1989 provided the
catalyst for change with a two-kilometre section of the freeway in Hayes Valley removed
in 1999. The opportunity to establish a more
liveable neighbourhood was campaigned
for by, amongst others, Patricia Walkup – the
Hayes Valley Neighbourhood Association
President. Traffic modelling had established
that an at-grade road solution had the capacity
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to maintain levels of movement equivalent
to those provided by the damaged section of
freeway.
The design of Octavia Boulevard provides a
central multi-lane boulevard for higher volumes of though traffic and lower order side
roads for local traffic and cyclists. Separation
of the faster and slower moving traffic is provided by landscaped medians which also provide safe refuge for pedestrians crossing the
wider than usual roadway.
The Northern end of Octavia Boulevard terminates in a compact park providing a safe,
walkable and family-friendly park for local
residents. The park, named Patricia’s Green
acknowledges the invaluable contribution
of Patricia Walkup who had passed away 12
months after the completion of the boulevard.
On the day the UDIA Group visited Octavia
Boulevard, Patricia’s Green was being well
used by local residents with children and pets,
walking, talking, studying and drinking coffee purchased from the adjacent pop-up café

which also serves the nearby open-air cinema.
Critical to the success of the Hayes Valley
redevelopment was the opportunity to integrate new higher density residential buildings
where parts of the freeway had been removed.
With the original grid street pattern reinstated
and redundant buildings removed, a series of
compact but irregular development parcels
provided the opportunity for infill development. Over time, the parcels have been sold
to individual developers to repay the costs
of redevelopment with each of the parcels
designated for affordable or market housing
including design controls for height, density
and parking provision. The outcome provides
a unique response to each of the parcels while
maintaining the character of the affluent Hayes
Valley Neighbourhood.
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Photo of The Navy Yard by John Stimson

PHILADELPHIA:
A CASE STUDY
IN AFFORDABLE
HOUSING
Public housing is a significant
portion of the overall housing stock in
Philadelphia. Between 2000 and 2014,
Philadelphia lost 23,628 rental units
below $750 (a price point used as the
metric for local affordable housing).

For Town Planning Manager at FYFE,
Michael Osborn, time in Philadelphia reinforced that affordable housing has been a
challenge throughout the world.
“Philadelphia was an interesting city to visit
and be able to learn more about their distress
for housing options. Due to their different
funding system, we saw many housing allotments that have been resumed by the council
leaving blank blocks everywhere and the great
challenge of how to regenerate neighborhoods
under these circumstances,” Michael said.
“This is a reflection on a struggling economy
and it demonstrates the impact on urban form
if the economy deteriorates. We have some
regional economies that relate to that, such as
Whyalla.”
It was announced last year that the much anticipated $50 billion contract had been settled

HIGHLIGHT:
and ensures the 12 new submarines will be
built at Adelaide’s Osborne shipyards. But it
was what that could mean to our economy and
our growth as a State that caught the attention
of the UDIA Study Tour delegates as they visited the Navy Yard in Philadelphia.
At full build-out, the Navy Yard will support
up to 13.5 million square feet of development,
30,000 people, and over $3 billion in private
investment.
“I don’t think you could try and replicate
what has happened in Philadelphia with the
Navy Yard, but visiting and learning more
about their project brings up some important
questions that we should start answering.
What is our point of difference? What is that
economic catalyst – levers and tools the Government can use in terms of rebates? What
would make Google want to have an office in
South Australia?” commented planner Michael Osborn from FYFE.
Michael sees development like the Navy
Yard as a catalyst to population and economic
growth.
“I believe the biggest challenge of growing
our population is creating and promoting an
uniqueness that people want to be associated
with. But as much as it is a challenge, this is
also an opportunity for our state to identify
what our point of difference is, or could be. I
don’t think we nailed that answer yet.
“Lifestyle focus, climate and a lot of nature
features are a good starting point for Adelaide
and that can be leveraged but it’s a matter of
making this a successful workplace and make
it attractive to the large organisations.”
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The Navy Yard is a 1,200-acre
dynamic and urban development.
It offers the Philadelphia
region a unique and centrallylocated waterfront business
campus committed to smart energy
innovation and sustainability.
The Navy Yard is home to more
than 12,000 employees and
152 companies in industrial,
manufacturing, research and
development sectors. It occupys
7.5 million square feet of real
estate in a mix of historic
buildings and new highperformance and LEED® certified
construction.

“THE TOUR WAS WELL
RESEARCHED AND
WHAT I WAS MOST
INTERESTED IN WAS
THE RENEWAL OF
RUN DOWN AREAS.
THE NAVY YARDS
STOOD OUT FOR ME
AND HIGHLIGHTED
THE OPPORTUNITY
FOR PORT ADELAIDE
AND OTHER AREAS IN
ADELAIDE.”
– David Pisoni MP
Shadow Minister for Planning
and Urban Development
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Adelaide in context

Essay

MISSING
MIDDLE
HOUSING:

Responding to the Demand
for Walkable Urban Living
By Daniel Parolek

Typically missing middle housing is...
Located within a walkable context,
close to amenities
They generate medium densities but
have lower perceived densities and
greater community acceptance
The buildings never exceed the scale
of a house (height, width, and depth)
and are mixed with other building
types (blended densities)
They include small but well-designed/
livable units
There is less off-street parking provided with less impact on site planning
They create community within the
building and the larger neighborhood
Easily marketed due to similar living
experience to a single family home

The mismatch between current housing stock and shifting demographics,
combined with the growing demand
for walkable urban living in many
countries around the world, has been
poignantly defined by recent research
and publications.

Unfortunately, the solution is not as
simple as encouraging more multifamily/
higher density housing stock using the
dated models and types of housing that we
have been building. We need a complete
paradigm shift in the way that we plan,
design, regulate, and develop housing.
Missing Middle Housing is a range
of housing types, that typically do not
get larger than the scale of a single
family home. These types exist in most
neighborhoods that were built prior to
the 1940s and provide diverse housing
choices. One interesting aspect about these
housing types is that they achieve mediumto-high-densities even though they are
compatible in scale with a single family
home. They are classified as “missing”
because very few of these housing types
have been built since the early 1940s due
to regulatory constraints, the shift to autodependent patterns of development, and
financing challenges. This concept is being
used across the United States, Canada,
and Australia to help address housing
challenges and to inform local dialogues
related to enabling these housing types.
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“THE OPPORTUNITY TO GAIN AN
INSIGHT INTO HOW OTHER MAJOR
CITIES WORK, HOW THEY RESPOND
TO COMMUNITY NEEDS AND WHAT
THEY DO TO REMAIN RELEVANT WAS
OF GREAT VALUE, AND IN FACT FROM
WHAT I OBSERVED THE COUNCIL IS
NOW LOOKING AT INTRODUCING
A RANGE OF NEW PUBLIC REALM
INNOVATIONS/INITIATIVES AS A
DIRECT RESULT OF THIS TOUR.”
– Mark Goldstone
City of Adelaide, CEO

It has been a few months since the UDIA/
City Collective study tour delegates
returned home but a few projects really stood out for Managing Director of
Holmes Dyer, planner Helen Dyer.

one of the best I have seen.
“When you walk down the streets of Georgia
Tech, you would not necessarily know that
you are at a university campus. I believe that
“I am actually writing a submission refer- Georgia Tech’s approach could (and should)
encing Carnegie Mellon and Georgia Tech and be brought back to Adelaide. “It’s not only a
the benefits you get when you have a full-func- University it a place.”
Collaborating for Growth
tioning university,” said Helen.
For Helen, there was also a lot of learning
Helen believes that what has been done in
Georgia Tech can be translated to our local from visiting cities such as Atlanta, Philadelphia and Pittsburg which are or have been in
reality.
“The fact that they started attracting the a similar position than Adelaide – declining
start-ups and development companies, such population (especially amongst the young
as Google, has resulted in the City attracting adults) and high unemployment providing
more people which increases the demand for serious challenges to the City’s future.
“These cities were losing population and
housing, shops, cafes and jobs. What you end
up with is a really vibrant community. This ho- losing jobs, but they found a niche to revitalize
listic approach to building communities was themselves. ” said Helen.
13
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Adelaide in context

Adelaide in context

Developments are great catalysts for the
establishment of vibrant communities.

The HighLine in New York City – photo by David Cooke

“Philadelphia for example has positioned as
a commuter feed to New York and, Pittsburg
has changed to an ‘Eds and Meds’ tech City.
The important lesson was that they actively
turned around the City’s fortunes and done
something to address their low population
growth.
“I believe Adelaide could have that ‘Eds
and Meds’ focus too. We have that beautiful
precinct in North Terrace; we have universities
setting up campuses in the CBD; we have the
Flinders Medical Centre on the doorstep of the
Flinders University and a whole lot more things
(including a safe City that provides a high quality of life) that we could trade on. What we
need is a cohesive story matched by planning
policies to encourage clustering of mixed land
uses instead of the traditional separate and

Architectural elements in New York City – photo by David Cooke

spread out the land model That results in low
connectivity and car domination”
Helen believes that for this to happen we
need collaboration.
“For a positive outcome in addressing population growth in South Australia, we need a
few key players to come together - such as universities, hospitals, and the support of Government to minimize regulation and optimize the
planning policy, looking at broader precincts
instead of just individual land uses.
Helen added that “our system is a good
precursor and again the timing is perfect for
Adelaide in terms of our new planning framework.”
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Helen highlights the need to tell our story
right to the eastern states and international
nieghbours about why people should come
to South Australia. Lobby for direct flights to
improve connectivity.
“I don’t have the answer as to how to attract
Google here, like they did in Pittsburg but how
fabulous would it be for Adelaide if that happened. We are the right size city for them to do
some realistic testing of autonomous vehicles;
that are likely to transform City form and influence function.
“If we have our land use policies set appropriately, and we market ourselves in a cohesive
way, telling people we support innovation and
are open for business, I would like to think jobs
and people will follow.”
We need to attract companies that need employees, and then we need a population base
from which they can be sourced and ideally
conditions to enable them to relocate here, ie
desirable accommodation, and services and
facilities to support our enviable lifestyle.
“There is some discussion on how much bigger we want to get, but in my view we certainly
don’t want to get smaller. Some of the cities we
visited weren’t huge cities either, but they had
the right amount of vibrancy and underlying
population to be a City where people want to
be. This should be Adelaide’s vision”
There is also a lot to learn from the city that
doesn’t have any problems attracting people –
New York.
“I had visited New York a little while before our study tour, but it was December/
January so it was freezing cold and snowing.
I walked a section of the High Line. Without

PA

understanding its history, I didn’t get it and
thought the High Line was most overrated.
When we went back in Spring, it looked so
much better, there were people walking
everywhere. Also having someone walking
with you and explaining how it all came together and how these sections of the city had
been completely revitalized (new housing,
increased safety, more retail and services)
by the High Hine showed just how important
connectivity, particularly for pedestrians, is
in terms of City revitalisation. And it has
myriad health benefits. .”
What I love about New York

•
•
•

Everything at your fingertip
Fabulous architecture.
Great feel to it

What we are doing great

“There are lots of things anywhere in the
world could learn from us. Our governance
structure seems to be more efficient,equitable and certain for all parties when dealing
with approvals. One of the things that really
stuck me while in the United States was that
the minute you step one millimeter outside
a policy, you enter a convoluted process of
lobbying particularly politicians. The developers were telling us that their projects
could be up to 3-4 years in the planning and
developing phase to be able to get something
out of the ground. Our system seems much
stronger and to provide a better framework.
That said, I was very much taken with the role
of philanthropic organisations in the US.
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City statistics

City
Population
Density
Median age
Tourists
Transport
Universities
Galleries &

Adelaide, South Australia
1.198 million (2011)
404.205/km2
39.9 years
4,272,296 international visitors nights
Tram, bus, train
4

Population
Density
Median age
Tourists
Transport
Universities
Galleries &

Density
Median age
Tourists
Transport
Universities

18

Galleries &

museums

City

City
Population

New York, New York
8.538 million (2016)
27,016.3 mi2
35.8
60 million per year
Subway, bus, rail
86 public and private colleges and universities
253

museums

San Francisco Bay Area, California
7.68 million people the nine-county Bay Area

City
Population

933/sq mi (360/km2)
36.6

Bus, tram, trolley car, BART, ferry
4 public colleges and universities, 21 private
52

Median age
Tourists
Transport
Universities

museums

305,704 live within the city limits, metropolitan
population of 2,353,045 (2017)

Density

24.6 million per year

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Galleries &

5,540 people per square mile (2,140/km2)
42.7
?
Bus, light rail, incline and paratransit
69 public and private colleges and universities
36

museums
City
Population
Density
Median age
Tourists
Transport

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
1,567,872 (2016)
11,000 people per square mile
33.7

Galleries &

Population
Density

41 million people per year (2014)
Commuter trains, subway/elevated trains, light
rail, electric trolleybuses and motor buses

Universities

City

36 public & private colleges and universities
85

Median age
Tourists
Transport
Universities
Galleries &

museums

Atlanta, Georgia
463,878 (2015) urban population 4.5million
630/sq mi (243/km2)
33.3
35 million visitors per year
Train, bus
22 public and private colleges and universities
40

museums
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Pittsburgh

Rags to
Riches –
The Atlanta
BeltLine

Pittsburgh

Disused railways. We’ve all seen them.
Negative images that immediately spring
to mind of a narrow corridor, flanked by
security fencing – dividing a community.

By Lael Mayer
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The railways are typically surrounded by
run-down, empty and dilapidated buildings
that remind us of the heady days of the industrial revolution but now the only growth is in
weeds and crime.
These perfectly engineered networks of corridors used to go somewhere and were vital
for the economy of the settlement it serviced.
Adopting gentle grades, crossing rivers and
other obstacles, they were the major arteries of
industry – efficiently transporting goods, people, merchandise and money between towns,
cities and states. Mere decades later, they sit
idle and unwanted.
The city of Atlanta in the US state of Georgia
is no different. In 1899 the Atlanta Belt Railway
company announced a plan of connecting all
rail lines to effectively encircle the CBD and
thus ensure that freight car transfers would
now occur on the outskirts (about 5km away
from downtown). The entire line was completed just 3 years later in 1902.
Fast forward to 1999, a Georgia Tech University student named Ryan Gavel produced
a master’s thesis about converting this former
railway corridor into a multi-use trail, adding
much needed greenspace, improving transportation in a car dominated city and promoting redevelopment. With the help of some
friends, months were spent promoting this
idea to people of influence, business leaders,
developers, the city council and many others.
With support from the city the idea started to
bloom in 2003. The city began buying sections
of the railroad corridor in 2007 and this ambitious project commenced.
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Generous proportions give the BeltLine some incredible through-views

The ultimate project goal is to construct a
14 feet (4.2m) wide shared pathway and trail
network over a total length of 53km, and include a 35km public transit system (light rail
or similar) to connect neighbourhoods, whilst
creating over 800 hectares of greenspace and
over 33,000 new housing units.
Funding for this project has been from a
mix of public and private sources, including
federal, state and local government grants and
private donations, but the bulk of the funding
has come from the creation of a Tax Allocation District (TAD) and Bonds, being a Value
Capture model. Properties along the disused
railway were underutilised and generating relatively low property tax revenue. The relevant
authority agreed to dedicate future property
tax revenue increases on these properties for
25 years to the BeltLine project. As new investments occur, property values increase and
generate more tax revenue, which is used to

Public art abounds

secure bond funding to enable more BeltLine
investments. This source of funding is similar
to the Infrastructure Scheme promoted by the
UDIA, which is now legislated in the new Planning Bill in South Australia.
From 2008 to 2014, the TAD has generated
$124M USD in increased tax revenue, with
the current projection that at the end of the
25 years, the BeltLine will have provided an
increase of $1B in increased tax revenue. The
original proposal forecasts were for an increase of $3B in increased tax revenue in 25
years, but the GFC put a dent in the property
market. A recent proposal for a 1% increase in
Sales Tax to fund the public transit system was
voted down by constituents, who would rather
see their existing transport network improved.
This highlights the risks of being too bullish or
reliant on property price increase projections
and an often too common lack of understanding by authorities of the property cycles, risks
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Manicured public meets private space

and choices for investment and timeframes
experienced by the development industry.
On the Study Tour we visited the Eastside
Trail portion of the BeltLine, which stretches
from Inman Park and Old Fourth Ward in the
south to Piedmont Park in the North. This
section of the BeltLine passes the greatest concentration of industrial building re-developed
for alternative uses, including residential,
commercial and retail. A prime example is the
Ponce City Market.
At the time of our visit on a weekday afternoon, the trail was alive with pedestrians,
cyclists and other modes of personal transport
(eg rollerblades). There is full connectivity on
either side of the original railway line with the
old security fence barriers now removed. It’s
easy to see that once vacant industrial properties have been repurposed and now provide
a myriad of complimentary and productive
uses. The trail feels very safe thanks to its open

Passive surveillance over the public realm increases safety

design, the high patronage and surveillance
from adjoining developments.
This section of the BeltLine has been carpet bombed with public art. There is literally
something new around every corner or at every junction. The Americans are exceptional
with their quality and quantum of public art,
which is something that Australia can improve
upon.
New residential developments along this
section of BeltLine were of very high quality,
reflecting the remarkable uplift in property
values over a relatively short period.
The BeltLine is a highlight for Atlanta, in a
similar manner to the HighLine in New York,
and is a must see for anyone visiting this city.
It is an excellent example of where upfront
investment in infrastructure, results in a substantial increase in private investment.
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REAL-WORLD
EXPERIENCES
FOR STUDENTS
Georgia Tech provides a technologically
focused education to more than 25,000
undergraduate and graduate students in
fields ranging from engineering, computing, and sciences, to business, design,
and liberal arts.

The UDIA/City Collective Urban Regeneration & Development Study Tour delegates were
left impressed with Tech Square, in Atlanta.
UDIA (SA) President John Stimson named
this project one of the key takeaways of the trip.
More than the development itself, John said
the highlight was how the university changed
the way the students are educated.
“This project supports students to get immersed in local businesses but within the
areas they have chosen as a career. This is a
fundamentally different philosophy to having
students work in hospitality while studying engineering for example. Universities have talked
about doing the same here but I don’t believe
there is a lot happening.
“I think the philosophy of immersing students within the businesses is really important
and there is no reason it couldn’t happen here.
“Georgia Tech has been so successful in this
approach that now they are having problems
in finding students to work in all the businesses that want to get involved. But that is a

good problem to have as it has driven a huge
amount of development for that area: apartments, work spaces, retail, etc.”
John Stimson, a planner with decades of experience, said the urban design of Tech Square
ticks all the right boxes.
“Tech Square is at one side of a 10 lane freeway and the linkage between the freeway and
the university is fantastic. It features layered
landscaping on both sides of it – 15 meters
wide, so when you’re walking up from the university to go across this freeway and coming to
the tech square park, you actually don’t realise
there’s a freeway underneath you. It feels like
it’s just another bit of park.
“From an urban design perspective, it is
about making sure there is connectivity between communities especially when they get
disrupted by freeways, such as what we have
here with South Rd and Darlington, where the
links between the universities and the triangle
isn’t great,” John added.
Stephen Holmes, from Holmes Dyer, believes there are some lessons for Adelaide from
what they have seen at Georgia Tech Square.
“Adelaide could start focusing on new industries such as health, education, research and IT
and build strong linkages between education
and industry with research departments of
private companies locating on campus and accessing the skill sets of students and academics. That means the universities become a focus for broader investment and development,
workforce growth, visitor growth, apartment
development and main street activation.
“What we saw there was a strong urban and
lifestyle focus, even in suburban locations such
as CMU, creating a desirable living, working
and education environment,” said Stephen.
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HIGHLIGHT:
Located in Midtown, Atlanta,
Tech Square is a 1.4 millionsquare-foot bike-friendly,
urban mixed-use development
encompassing education,
research, hospitality, office,
retail, and residential areas.
It is a destination for startup
firms, incubators, established
technology firms, major corporate
offices, corporate innovation
centers, venture capital
investors, and business service
providers.

BUILT ENVIRONMENT
252 Room hotel
1,000 Space car park
12,500m2 Conference Centre
11,600m2 Incubator Space
100+
Tech start-up companies
71,500m2
Mixed use building

ACCOMMODATION
16,000 Apartments being
developed by private sctr.
17,000 Students on campus
1,300 Current student beds
TOP: Example of mixed-use buildings at Tech Square – photo by John Stimson

$900 Per week

BOTTOM: You wouldn’t think there is a 10-lane freeway underneath this bridge linking the
main Georgia Tech campus with Tech Square – photo by John Stimson

Rent typically shared
between 3-4 students
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New York

HIGHLIGHT:
In the heart of Alpharetta, Avalon is a
sustainably-designed, 86-acre development with
more than 500,000 square feet of retail, a
12-screen all premium theatre, a full-service
hotel (coming in Phase II), Class A office,
single-family residences and luxury rental homes
infused with resort-level hospitality throughout
a walkable, and gigabit internet connected
community of shopping, dining and living.

“IT WAS INSTRUCTIVE TO SEE
HOW CITIES ARE RESPONDING
TO CHALLENGES, FROM LARGE
SCALE TRANSFORMATION OF
INDUSTRIAL AND MILITARY
SITES INTO SUSTAINABLE MIXED
USE DEVELOPMENT, TO THE
ADAPTIVE REUSE OF REDUNDANT
INFRASTRUCTURE WHICH
REVITALISES AND ADDS VALUE TO
URBAN AREAS.”
– Lee Odenwalder MP
State Member for Little Para

OFFICE
750,000 square feet of Class-A office space
and office lofts in a Gigabit community —
with superfast pervasive internet connection speeds — create a hub of connectivity
for the modern workplace.

RESIDENTIAL

RETAIL

The 800 residents — both in luxury lofts

570,000 square feet of curated retailers

and in an exclusive single-family court-

and local chef-driven restaurants deliver

yard enclave — who call Avalon home expe-

a destination for those seeking to expe-

rience a truly connected lifestyle, where

rience a hotspot of cultural activity and

everything is just a walk or click away.

amazing finds.
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of New York, and maintained and operated
by a community group called Friends of
the High Line.
“There was a dysfunctional, misused
train line that would have cost a significant
amount to remove but it was transformed
into a walking trail.
Monish Bhindi had visited New York
“The high line in itself hasn’t evolved
three times prior to joining the UDIA
further because it doesn’t need to. It still
City Collective Study Tour for his
fourth visit to the Big Apple.
works in a way of allowing people to move
“I find New York a wonderful place – very and has made people want to live in that
busy, big population and lots of different space and development opportunities
cultures embraced giving a sense of flourish as a result. That was the highlight
vibrancy to the place,” he said.
of our trip and it was worth seeing it again.”
In particular, Monish saw two takeaways
of relevance to the Adelaide group.
WHAT CAN WE BRING BACK TO OUR REALITY?
“In New York we saw a couple of squares
HOW DO WE MARKET OURSELVES - CHELSEA
similar to Hindmarsh Square. They were
MARKETS & THE ADELAIDE CENTRAL MARKETS activated with outdoor open spaces
Chelsea Markets have been operating for which were utilised by the community –
over 20 years and according to Monish,their playing sports, or outdoor bars. We have
success is down to the fact they’re not seen space but there is a lot to be done about
solely as a place for people to buy produce creating a sense of business to our spaces
– you reduce the space available for roads,
but also as a place to visit as a tourist.
“Bringing that spread of business together reduce parking, you create a need for
gives vivacity and economy-based growth people to be there; they want to be there,”
to the place, as opposed to people seeing it added Monish.
“We seem to let engineers rule, rather
as development per se. We can learn from
it and bring back to our Adelaide Markets than placemaking. We have lost the sense
the understanding of how businesses can of creating spaces; we now focus heavily on
flourish in the developments we create how we can get people in and out quickly
and how that can be embraced by society,” and how we deal with capacity. We created
easy parking, so people drive and there
Monish said.
is no urgency to use public transport. I
believe it is time to re-think that approach.”
THE HIGHLINE
The disused, elevated freight line
transformed into a public park on IF WE WANT GROWTH, WE NEED TO EMBRACE
Manhattan’s West Side is owned by the City THE IDEA OF GROWTH.
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Mithun Urban Design - San Francisco, City
of Palo Alto – San Francisco Bay, CA, Opticos
Design – Berkeley, CA, Former San Francisco
City Planning Commissioner, Alan Jacobs,
David Baker Architects – San Francisco,
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill LLP (SOM) – San
Francisco, SPUR - San Francisco Bay Area
Planning and Urban Research Association,
Kushner, City of Philadelphia, Jonathon Rose
Companies, The Navy Yard Philadelphia,
The Schmidt’s Commons – Philadelphia,
Martin Luther King Plaza Homeowner’s
Association – Philadelphia, JBJ Soul Housing
– Philadelphia, Sidewalk Labs, Skidmore,
Owings & Merrill LLP (SOM) – New York,
Downtown Pittsburgh, Carnegie Mellon
University, Pittsburgh Urban Renewal
Authority, Sports and Exhibition Authority
– Pittsburgh, Riverlife- Pittsburgh, Georgia
Tech, Pace Properties – Atlanta, Perennial
Properties, North American Properties Group,
Asociación Puertorriqueños en Marcha,
Enterprise Community Partners Inc,
PIDC Philadelphia
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